Abstract. For a set S of d points in the n-dimensional projective space over a field of characteristic zero, we prove that the polynomials of degree d whose zero sets are cones over S do not span the vector space of polynomials of degree d vanishing on S, if d is odd and d ≥ 3. Furthermore, they span a subspace of codimension at least two, if n = 2, d = 1 (mod 4) and d ≥ 5.
Introduction
The sets of finite generic points in the projective space have been studied extensively and serve as fundamental examples in the multivariate polynomial interpolation theory, where people are particularly interested in the vanishing ideals of those sets. See, e.g., [1] .
In our setting, let S = {P i : 1 ≤ i ≤ d} be a set of d generic points in the projective space P n over a field F of characteristic zero. To construct a homogeneous polynomial of degree d vanishing on S, we may first choose an (n − 2)-plane π in P n , and then take the product of d linear functions L i , such that L i vanishes at P i and π, where i is an integer with 1 ≤ i ≤ d. The polynomials obtained by the proceeding procedure are called cone polynomials. We concern whether the cone polynomials span the vector space of the homogeneous polynomials of degree d vanishing on S.
It is a standard fact that the vector space of the homogeneous polynomials of degree d vanishing on S has the expected dimension
) denote the span of the cone polynomials, then our problem is equivalent to ask whether we have
In the case where n = 2, motivated by numerical experiments which were firstly done by Bo Ilic, it was conjectured that the answer is affirmative if and only if d is even or d = 1 (personal communication with Robert Lazarsfeld, December 2014).
This conjecture states that there is exactly one hidden linear restriction on the cone polynomials if n = 2 and d = 3 (mod 4), and there are exactly two if n = 2, d = 1 (mod 4) and d ≥ 5. We prove the existence of these linear restrictions in subsequent sections.
In Section 2, we show the following theorem holds, which means the answer to our original problem is negative when d is odd and d ≥ 3.
In Section 3, we prove the existence of an extra linear restriction when n = 2, d = 1 (mod 4) and d ≥ 5. In other words, we prove the following theorem.
The first linear restriction
For each integer i with
\{0} represent P i in homogeneous coordinates, and letP i · ∇ denote the directional derivative operator alongP i .
Suppose that
, then l i vanishes at P i and π. In addition, l i is nonzero if and only if P i ∈ π.
Since
where, as usual, S d stands for the symmetric group of degree d. 
Otherwise, we assume P 1 ∈ π without loss of generality, then (P 1 · ∇)L i = 0 for each i with 1 ≤ i ≤ d, thereby we still have
Therefore the following lemma holds. 
where the indices are taken modulo d and the projection φ : F n+1 → F 3 is defined by φ(x 1 , . . . , x n+1 ) = (x 1 , x 2 , x 3 ), then f 0 vanishes on S.
To derive the result
for generic a i , b i and c i , it suffices to show the left hand side is nonzero in casẽ
for each integer i with 1 ≤ i ≤ d. In this case, by Vandermonde determinant identity, we have
as rational numbers. The strictness of the last inequality comes from the fact that since d ≥ 3 we get a positive term by taking σ(i) = i − 1 modulo d.
By Lemma 2.1 and Lemma 2.2, we obtain the following theorem.
The second linear restriction
In this section, we assume n = 2. Let (y 1 , y 2 , y 3 ) denote the coordinates ofQ 1 . We view
Since the evaluation of
gives a cone polynomial, by applying difference operations, for each triple (α 1 , α 2 , α 3 ) of nonnegative integers with α 1 + α 2 + α 3 = d, the coefficient of the y Conversely, we prove every cone polynomial is in the span of the coefficients of acknowledgments We thank Professor Robert Lazarsfeld for introducing us this interesting problem and giving us much advice.
